
G.P. Cutter and Trimmer
THE FUTURE IN APPLICATION OF GUTTA-PERCHA POINTS

This instrument is developed for the easy and safe removal and trimming of excess

gutta-percha and thermal dense filling in your endodontic cases.

It is composed of endo-remover and trimmer operated by two AAA, Ni-MH

rechargeable batteries, which are included in the package. 

 G.P.- REMOVER EASY AND SAFE REMOVAL OF EXCESS GUTTA-PERCHA

* ERGONOMIC DESIGN 
  - SLIM : To feel comfortable for the treatment in the mouth like dental handpieces.

  - LIGHTWEIGHT : It weighs only 50g together with 2 cells which leads to easiness in your treatment.

* PRODUCTIVE ENVIRONMENTS
    There is no need for alcohol lamp or burner to heat some instrument to remove the excess.
    Also ,no needs for an assistant.

* ECONOMICAL

   If NI-MH batteries are used , you can use this instrument in very powerful and economical ways 

   than disposable alkaline batteries.

   Normally , it has about 400~500 charging cycles which leads to long lasting usages.

   Also ,if fully charged, normal usage is between 15~20 times.

* SAFETY & DURABILITY
   This instrument might be semi-permanent only if batteries and tip are refilled.

    Also the patient can not notice the treatment because they can not see compared than the usage

    of conventional alcohol lamp usage. The patients feel comfortable.

Prior to using this instrument ,please charge and check the batteries.

1. Push the button only when are ready to operate. 
2. Place the edge of the tip to the canal orifice ,and then push the button for 3 or 4 seconds.
    It produces enough heat to cut the excess within seconds. That means you don't need to hold
    the button for overlong time.
3. After removing the excess ,please pull the instrument carefully not to touch the skin of the patient.
4. After it comes cool ,please clean the tip with wet alcohol gauze or sterilize for the next usage.
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OPERATING BUTTONPROTECTION BATTERY 

POWERED BY AAA SIZE NI-MH BATTERY (2 CELLS) REAL SIZE !!


